Oasis Interiors from Cessna and Yingling Aviation
What does it take to make your flight experience complete? With Oasis Interiors, accommodation is our specialty.


Productivity and relaxation in one gorgeous package. It’s a wonder you’ll want to land at all.
Even cruising high amidst the brilliance of sunlit clouds, the view has never been more breathtaking. See for yourself. Then select your own dream interior.
Business or pleasure... active or relaxing – each feature chosen with every possible use in mind.
Passenger seating

- Top-grain leather upholstery
- Leather-matched seat belt webbing
- Full berthing recline
- 360 degree swivel
- Hidden, retractable headrest
- Shoulder and lap restraint system
- Under seat stowage
- Forward and aft tracking
- Inboard and outboard movement
- Stowable inboard and outboard armrest

Crew seating

- Top-grain leather upholstery
- Leather-matched seat belt webbing
- Painted, interior-matched seat base
- Belt loops for belt management
**Left-hand refreshment center cabinet**

- High-gloss wood veneer exterior
- Laminate interior finish
- Fastened, removable thermos
- Cup holder
- Upper and middle storage drawers
- Lower drawer with ice bin
- Aircraft-certified glides and latches
- Lightweight composite
- Brushed aluminum hardware
- Contoured to sidewall

**Right-hand pilot storage cabinet**

- High-gloss wood veneer exterior
- Laminate interior finish
- Two cup holders
- Lockable upper drawer
- Middle storage drawer
- Lower drawer with ice bin
- Open storage for pilot manual and other reference material
- Lightweight composite
- Brushed aluminum hardware
- Contoured to sidewall
**Tables**

- High-gloss wood veneer table cap
- Durable hardwood trim
- Leather work surface insert
- Rack and pinion lift mechanism
- One 110-volt outlet per side table
- Two cup holders per table
- Hardwood bullnose table edge
- Lightweight composite panels
- Fabric-covered lower panels blend in with sidewalls

**Aft Divan with Lavatory**

- Take-off and landing certified seating
- High-gloss wood veneer cabinet
- Large storage drawer
- Toilet roll compartment
- Installation access door
- Clean flush toilet under right-hand seat
- Top-grain leather cushions
- Leather-matched seat belt webbing
- Two cup holders
**Sidewalls**

- Lower sidewalls covered with decorative fabric
- Storage pockets included on both crew doors
- Leather-wrapped sidewall trim with high-gloss wood veneer accent

**Curtains**

**Forward divider curtain**
- Half-length
- Wool fabric
- Snap closures
- Tie backs on either sides

**Aft privacy curtain**
- Full-length
- Wool fabric
- Tie backs on right-hand side

**Carpet**

- 100% wool carpet
- Edges bound with matching binding tape
- Bottom layer of carpet fits between seat tracks
- Top layer of carpet conceals seat tracks
**DELUXE ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE**

- Three cabinetry-mounted 7” Rosen screens, with provisions at five locations
- DVD player with remote sensor
- Six wireless headsets

**SELECT ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE**

- Three sidewall-mounted 7” Sirius screens
- DVD player with remote sensor
- Six wireless headsets
Floor plan options
**Cessna Grand Caravan**

**Floor plan A**

10-place including crew

**Standard Features**

- Six executive seats
- Two executive side tables, each with 110-volt outlet
- Forward left-hand refreshment center cabinet
- Forward right-hand pilot storage cabinet
- Leather-upholstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Dual position divan certified for occupancy with toilet
Cessna Grand Caravan
Floor plan B

10-place including crew

Standard Features

- Six executive seats
- Two executive side tables, each with 110-volt outlet
- Forward left-hand refreshment center cabinet
- Forward right-hand pilot storage cabinet
- Leather-upholstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Dual position divan certified for occupancy with toilet
Standard Features

- Six executive seats
- Two executive side tables, each with 110-volt outlet
- Midship left-hand refreshment center cabinet
- Midship right-hand storage cabinet
- Leather-upholstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Dual position divan certified for occupancy with toilet
Standard Features

- Seven executive seats
- One executive side table with two 110-volt outlets
- Forward right-hand pilot storage cabinet
- Leather-upholstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Forward and aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Dual position divan certified for occupancy with toilet
Cessna Grand Caravan
Floor plan E
11-place including crew

Standard Features

- Eight executive seats
- Leather-upholstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Forward and aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Single seat divan certified for occupancy with toilet and left-hand storage
Standard Features

- Four executive seats
- Two executive side tables, each with one 110-volt outlet
- Forward left-hand refreshment center cabinet
- Forward right-hand pilot storage cabinet
- Leather-holstered pilot seats with painted seat frames and belt loops
- Sidewall accent trim
- Forward and aft divider curtain
- Decorative lower sidewall fabric
- Cut pile carpet
- Dual position divan certified for occupancy with toilet
Customized comfort
Forward dividers
Located to the aft of the crew seats, forward dividers provide privacy for cabin and crew alike. A high-gloss veneer covers the aft side, with laminate covering on the forward side. An installed wool curtain between the dividers provides additional privacy, and a flat-screen monitor hooked to your entertainment package is also available.

Center console
Providing additional pilot storage, this console resides between the crew seats. The console includes two cup holders, and storage for pens, flashlight and Kleenex box. The rear of the console is designed for storage of Jepson books and charts.

Midship cabinet
The midship cabinet is installed between the executive seats, with high-gloss wood veneer that matches your existing Oasis cabinetry. It provides additional storage for entertainment, equipment, snacks and other necessities.

Plating
Add your own unique touch to your cabinetry’s hardware with a variety of finishes. Finishes can include gold, brushed nickel, and antique silver. Please request samples of all plating options.

Headliner replacement
The Caravan’s standard vinyl headliner can be replaced with the fabric option of your choice. Choose from polished wool, ultra-suede or cotton silk blends. Please request samples.

Painted window reveals
Ensure full color coordination of your Caravan with matching, painted window reveals. Used along with the headliner replacement to blend the headliner with the lower sidewall color, it’s an excellent way to coordinate all the elements of your interior.

Leather-wrapped control wheels
This soft, black leather covering provides a great comfort option for your pilot, and matches well with the cockpit.

Utility slipcovers
Excellent for removing your executive seats and safely storing them in the hangar.

Window curtains
Made from your choice of fabric, Oasis curtains include installed glides for easy operation and matching curtain tracks above and below the window.

Vinyl floor mats
Protect your carpets from the elements with these Naugahyde vinyl mats that fit the aft entrance, the aisle and the cockpit.
**Carpet mats**
Choose these carpet mats to get the perfect match for your interior. To ensure best color matching, ordering these mats along with your interior is recommended.

**Sheepskin slip covers**
Available for the crew seats, these removable slip covers are created to match the interior, and have leather sides for added durability.

**Exhaust deflector**
This exhaust extension helps reduce temperatures on the forward pod and reduces staining.

**Extended Baggage Compartment**
Installed aft of the existing rear fuselage cargo area, the extended baggage compartment adds 22 cubic feet of cargo volume, and is certified to carry up to 100 pounds. Built for utility and durability, the floor is aluminum honeycomb and the walls are aluminum sheet metal. Minor changes to the bulkhead are required for usage.

**Tail stand**
A must for all Caravans, the tail stand is powder coated, adjustable and fits either in the cargo pod or along the sidewall.

**Cowl plugs**
These durable Herculite covers provide solid protection for your engine.

**Pitot tube covers**
These protective Pitot tube covers are easy to install or remove while on the ground.

**Single point fueling system**
Enjoy safer operations, precise aircraft fueling and faster fueling times with our single point fueling systems. Call for more information.

**208 Increase Takeoff Kit (APE II Kit)**
This STC-certified kit installs in just two hours, and increases your takeoff gross weight by 362 pounds.

**208 Increase Takeoff Kit and Landing Kit (APE III Kit)**
This STC-certified kit includes the APE II Kit above, and increases your landing weight by 562 pounds.

**208B Increase Takeoff Kit (APE II Kit)**
This STC-certified kit installs in just two hours, and increases your takeoff gross weight by 312 pounds.

**208B Increase Takeoff Kit and Landing Kit (APE III Kit)**
This STC-certified kit includes the ABE II Kit listed above, and increases your landing weight by 312 pounds.